
Hudson Six 54, $2250 
Seven-Passenger 

Lasting Value of Hudson Six 54 

Because it is a six-cylinder car, and equipped with the wanted 
streamline body, the Hudson six 54 is a good investment. 

It will give you all you can desire of motor satisfaction. And will 
retain a used-car value sufficient to hold your annual motor-car 
outlay at a low figure. 

The Distinctive 
The Hudson six 54 is the distinctive car of the year. It is a six-

cylinder car, with four-speed transmission, left side drive, right-
hand (center) control, gasoline tank in dash, electricallI35-inchd 

and started. 

DisI-2-inchg seats provide for carrying four, five, six or seven 
passengers, yet the car is compact and light in weight. 

It has 135-inch wheel-base, 36x4 1-2-inch tires, and all approved 

conveniences and luxuries. 

For bear in mind that depreciation in selling value of your car is 
more important to consider than even tire and gasoline expense. 

Remember that a popular, stylish car Is easy to turn into money. 
And that no buyer will pay for a "back number." 

Car of the Year 
Many have called it the handsomest automobile they ever saw. 

So flexible is it's six-cylinder motor that it runs steadily and 
smoothly at the pace of a man's walk on high gear in congested 
traffic, yet jumps to express train speed at a touch of the ac-
celerator pedal. 

So easy is it's control that a child may drive it. 

And because of it's simplicity and convenience many women prefer 
it to the electric car. 

ASK ANY SIX OWNER  
If He Would Go Back to a Four 

HE would as soon go back to candles after using electric 
 lights. Vibration disappears when you ride in a Six. 

Rough roads and smooth, hills and valleys, ruts and asphalt 
are alike to the six-cylinder motor. Jerks and jars no longer an- 
noy and fatigue; bumps are gone. You glide instead of bouncing 

See the Triangle on the Radiator 

Ferguson 0 Naffziger 
DWIGHT, ILLINOIS 

VISIT OUR EXHIBIT AT THE GRUNDY COUNTY FAIR AT MAZON, ILLINOIS, SEPTEMBER  23-26 
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